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Prologue 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a technology is evolving faster than a lot of us imagined. Despite 
being a field with less than 70 years of history, Artificial Intelligence has produced so many 
technological advancements and inspired so many to think differently.  
AI technology is embedded in various aspects of our lives--manufacturing, e-commerce, 
finance, education, transportation, etc. Just like every technological revolution, AI is 
expected to grow on a multi-faceted level, creating new ideas, new products, new jobs, and 
even new industries. To adapt to the new age of AI, it is important for young students to 
understand what AI is and what it can do. Only by understanding the technology on a holistic 
scope can we create a future that uses AI for good. 
We believe that learning the existing AI technologies, programming philosophy, and 
computational thinking through AI-in-a-Box™, is far more important than learning any 
programming language itself. As a young student who wishes to enter the field of AI or 
computer science, learning these will lay the perfect foundation for future studies. As a 
student in general, learning these will help them thrive in the era of AI. 
 
Editor’s Notes: 
 

1. This version is most suitable for students from 4-8th grades. No programming 
experience is required. Feel free to modify the content for a different age group.  

2. A total of 9 hours of instructions and activities, which is about 12 lessons (45 minutes 
each). We encourage having additional sessions about 10-15 hours to explore and 
work on the project. That means if you wish to stretch the teaching hours into a 
longer process, giving students more time to explore on their own, you can get 
students ready to participate in about 20 hours. 

3. We strongly encourage you to get students thinking about the project from the very 
beginning. Creating a project, on average, only requires 2 hours of programming on 
the computer. The rest should be planning, modeling, etc. Therefore, after students 
have their lessons on AI (3 lessons a day), it is very helpful that they switched to a 
different mindset, which focuses mostly on multimedia and creativity.  

4. Because of how activity-heavy this book is, the recommended student to teacher 
ratio is 10:1 or lower, meaning for every 10 students, you will need at least 1 teacher. 
If there are TAs, we recommend assigning 1 TA to about 4 groups of students at all 
times. 

5. We strongly encourages hands-on learning with AI-in-a-Box, so ideally each student 
should have one set. When 2 students share one set, it is recommended that you 
focus on creating opportunities for both students and encourage interaction between 
them. When 3 or more students share one set, the learning experience, and outcome 
decrease drastically. 
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Curriculum Outline 
 

Modules Objectives (Students should be able to) Key Terms 

Setting up and 
Getting to know 
Cozmo 
 
Introduction to AI 
  
Visual 
Recognition 
 
Land-Mark 
based 
Navigation 

⭑Connect and run Calypso on their own 
⭑Troubleshoot technology 
⭑Know the basic functions of Calypso (views, 
editing & executing) 
⭑Know the different parts of Cozmo 
⭑Understand the idea and mechanism of 
Cozmo’s perception 
⭑Understand that robots can see the world 
⭑Read & write one-line rules related to the 
modules 
⭑Teleoperate Cozmo  
⭑Learn about visual recognition and its 
⭑applications in real life 
⭑Learn about landmark-based navigation 
⭑and its applications in real life 
 

Intelligence, 
Artificial 
Intelligence, Robots, 
hardware, software, 
Image, visual 
recognition, 
landmark-based 
navigation. 

Object 
Manipulation 
 
Facial 
Recognition 

⭑Read & Write multiple lines of rules related 
to the modules 
⭑Understand the concept and mechanism of 
Cozmo’s facial recognition and object 
manipulation 
⭑Understand the way multiple rules interact 
with each other (priorities & sequences) 
⭑Predict outcomes of multi-line programs 
⭑Understand the process of debugging in 
Calypso 
⭑Learn about object manipulation and its 
applications in real life 
⭑Learn about facial recognition and its 
applications in real life 
⭑Understand how Cozmo create and 
maintain an internal representation of the 
world 

Object 
Manipulation, Facial 
Recognition, Facial 
expressions 
recognition, 
priorities, 
sequences 

Speech 
generation 
 
Speech 
recognition 

⭑Read & write multiple lines of rules with 
indented rules related to the modules 
⭑Integrate commands from previous modules 
⭑Predict outcomes of multi-line programs 
with indented rules 

Indented Rules, 
Prediction, 
Debugging, Speech 
Generation, Speech 
Recognition 
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⭑Debug programs in Calypso 
⭑Understand the concept and mechanism of 
⭑Cozmo’s speech generation and speech 
recognition 
⭑Learn about speech generation and its 
applications in real life 
⭑Learn about speech recognition and its 
applications in real life 
⭑Understand that speech generation and 
recognition, among other applications, are 
created to help AI systems interact 
comfortably with humans 

State Machine 
Programming 
 
 

⭑Understand the idea of state machine 
programming 
⭑Read and create state machine diagrams 
⭑Read and write multi-page programs 
 
 

Pages, States, 
State Machine 

Project 
Preparation 

⭑Understand the Rules and Criteria for the 
competition 
⭑Understand the process of creating a 
project 
⭑Create a Project (Theme, Story, Script, Set 
Design, Programming, Prototyping, 
Debugging, Enhancements, 
Filming(Remote), Presentation) 
⭑Understand that the applications of AI will 
impact our society 

Visual Design, 
Audio Design, 
Storyline/game 
logic, 
Theme/Message, 
Preparation and 
Delivery 
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Lessons & Objectives 
Lesson 1: Getting to know AI & Cozmo! 

● Ice Breaking 
● Connect and run Calypso on their own 
● Know the different parts of Cozmo 
● Troubleshoot technology 

 
Lesson 2: Let Cozmo see the world! 

● Learn about visual recognition and its applications in real life 
● Know the basic functions of Calypso (views, editing & executing) 
● Understand the idea and mechanism of Cozmo’s perception 

 
Lesson 3: Let’s go, Cozmo! 

● Teleoperate Cozmo  
● Read & write one-line rules related to the modules 
● Learn about landmark-based navigation and its applications in real life 

Procedure 

Lesson Length Contents 

Lesson 1 10 min Self-Introductions/Icebreaker 

15 min Instructions 1.1 

15 min Set-up AI-in-a-Box (see separate instructions in the box) 

5 min Review Question 1.1 

Lesson 2 10 min  Instructions 1.2 

15 min Demonstration and Detail explanation 

15 min Activity 1.2 

5 min Review Question 1.2 

Lesson 3 10 min  Instructions 1.3 

15 min Demonstration and Detail explanation 

15 min Activity 1.3 

5 min Review Question 1.3 
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Key Terms 
Intelligence, Artificial Intelligence, Robots, hardware, software, Image, visual recognition, 
landmark-based navigation. 

Module 2 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence  

Instructions 1.1 

What is AI? 
Today’s computer systems have evolved greatly. Originally, computers were designed to 
calculate and handle mindless and repetitive tasks for human, as quickly as possible. 
Nowadays, as you have probably noticed, computers are doing tasks that are far more 
complex than before. The easiest place to find AI is our smartphones, which are powered by 
multiple forms of AI. It is AI that allows our phones to recognize our faces, recognize songs, 
and understand and respond to our language, regardless of what it is.  
Artificial Intelligence, as a field, tries to understand human intelligence and build entities that 
have intelligence. Over the years, the definition of AI has changed with the advancement in 
AI research. Dated back to 1978, AI was defined by Bellman as “[The automation of] 
activities that we associate with human thinking, activities such as decision-making, 
problem-solving, learning...”. There’s also the more down-to-earth answer given by Rich and 
Knight: ”The study of how to make computers do things at which, at the moment, people are 
better”. There are more than a few ways to define artificial intelligence, each of which directs 
a distinct approach towards the advancement of AI. We hope you can come up with your 
own definition by the end of this course. 
 

The Origin of AI 
Although there have been various attempts where computer programs are created for 
specific applications, Artificial Intelligence did not become a separate field of research until 
the Dartmouth Workshop in the summer of 1956, organized by John McCarthy from 
Dartmouth College. In fact, the term artificial intelligence was first officially used in the 
workshop proposal. Two of the attendees of the Dartmouth Workshop, Allen Newell and 
Herbert Simon, were professors from Carnegie Tech, which is now Carnegie Mellon 
University. Newell and Simon had something called the General Problem Solver. It is a 
program that intends to solve problems that are beyond numerical thinking. This invention 
was significant at the time because it was the first program designed to solve problems in a 
way that only humans could, making Newell and Simon two of the founding fathers of AI 
research. Carnegie Mellon University dedicated a building on its campus for the two of them. 
It is now home to the Robotics Institute and the Human-Computer Interaction Institute. 
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The State of The Art of AI 
People are trying to get AI to do more. AI technologies are evolving so fast and it is too 
difficult to introduce the state of the art with it being outdated in a few weeks. Some of the 
latest achievements by the time that this guide is written: Google Assistant was able to make 
an appointment via phone call, passing the Turing test in that specific domain . Carnegie 1

Mellon University School of Computer Science launches America’s first undergraduate 
degree in Artificial Intelligence.  
The applications of AI technology have infinite possibilities. Robotic vehicles, speech 
recognition, autonomous planning and scheduling, game playing, spam filtering, logistics 
planning, robotics, and machine translation are examples worth exploring on your own. 
WAICY has selected 7 things that we think students should know about AI. And they 
become the 7 criteria for demonstrations to be judged on. Each of them is a chapter that 
follows this. 

● Visual Recognition 
● Landmark-based Navigation 
● Object Manipulation 
● Facial Recognition and Expression Recognition 
● Speech Generation 
● Speech Recognition 
● State Machine Programming 

These criteria are selected because they are readily available in AI-in-a-Box™, and because 
they are tangible when robots are involved. But there are way more areas of AI than the 
ones we mention here. Some of them have been studied since the beginning of AI research; 
some of them are brand new territories for brave souls to explore.  
 

Activities 1.1  

Setup your Cozmo & Calypso 
Connect Cozmo, the controller, the Kindle Fire and your computer with the following 
diagram. 
Open the Cozmo App 

1 https://www.zdnet.com/article/google-duplex-beat-the-turing-test-are-we-doomed/ 
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Write Your First Program 
Create your first program that depicts this scenario:  
When Cozmo sees a cube, he will say “Hello World”. 
You just need one line: 
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1. Use the controller to move the pencil to any of the plus signs 

 
2. Press “A” and a menu will pop up. For example, if you go from the first plus sign. You 

will see a menu like this: 

 
3. Use the left stick of the controller to select “See” in the menu. 

 
4. Finish the sentence until you have this. 

 
5. Run it by pressing the Backspace Key.  
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6. Put a cube in front of Cozmo, about 1 foot away. Listen to what Cozmo has to say. 

Press the Backspace Key again to go back to editing. 
 

Calypso Interface 
There are 4 main areas on your screen. The button instruction area is in the upper left, which 
tells you how to use shortcuts of your computer or your controller. The menu icon is in the 
upper right area. And the main editing area is in the center. There’s a page indicator on the 
top area and a character indicator in the upper right area, which you will use them when 
learning state machine programming later. 

 
1. We can start editing another program. Put the pencil arrow to the Rules Input area 

and then to the first plus mark after ‘WHEN’ mark. Push ‘A’ button to open the tile 
menu and we can see there's a lot of tiles that indicate some kind of condition. Let’s 
select the ‘Timer’ tile for this activity. Then we can add more conditions to this rule: 
move to the plus mark again and add ‘1 second’ tile. 

2. After we finished the ‘WHEN’ section, let’s add something for Cozmo to do. Move the 
pencil to the plus mark after ‘DO’ tile and open the tile menu. Now you’ll see a 
different set of tiles that indicate some kind of action. Let’s select the ‘Glow’ tile, then 
add a ‘Me’ tile and a ‘Green’ tile after it. 

3. Now our first program will look like the following. It is now done and ready for 
execution.  
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Test this program 
1. Let’s continue with our previous program. Now we need to execute it. Let’s check the 

connection state first. Check if the Cozmo App on Kindle Fire is running in Cozmo 
SDK mode and the power of Cozmo is on. 

2. Now we push the back button on your controller to start executing your program. It 
would look like below. The left part of the screen is the editor and the right part is 
Cozmo’s map in real time. 

 
3. Let’s see what happens after entering execution mode. Cozmo would stay in the 

same place for a while. And after one second, Cozmo would glow his led light to 
green. 

Module 3 Visual Recognition 

Instruction 1.2 

Introduction 
Visual recognition, or computer vision, is one of the most common applications in the field of 
AI. It allows computers to gain a high-level understanding from the perceived light signals of 
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physical objects, just like our eyes do. Visual recognition is an essential technology 
commonly seen in our everyday lives, such as text recognition, object detection and 
avoidance, and security monitoring. It includes a series of tasks such as acquiring, 
processing and analyzing images. 
Originally, computers were designed to handle basic calculations and follow programmed 
routines, so they could barely do any high-level, human-like tasks. For example, humans 
could easily read handwriting, because we are capable of deriving, meaning that we can get 
the abstract figure or meaning from images. If we see a picture with just the outline of an 
object, we are most likely going to be able to know what the object is. Computers weren’t 
able to do that because they are only able to do comparing, and images are stored as 
collections of pixels. However, with their great calculation abilities, we could achieve image 
recognition on a computer, by comparing colors, shapes, and patterns with all the existing 
image data and find the most similar one. 

Applications 
Most of the most popular vehicles have existed for nearly a hundred years. Traditionally 
people need to drive the car themselves, which means steering, stepping on the gas pedal 
and brake, and paying continuous attention to the road. Autonomous cars can free people 
from driving, which requires a lot of attention. 
Powered by the visual recognition, Autonomous cars are able to “see” the real world. When 
they are running on the road, a group of cameras take images in every direction around the 
car. Using algorithms to analyze all the surrounding objects, the on-deck computer is able to 
get information such as the identity, location, and speed of each object. With these pieces of 
information combined, the computer knows exactly what the surroundings are like, and is 
able to make the correct driving commands to keep the car safe. The short reaction time of 
computers also helps to prevent accidents in the event of emergencies. 

AR  
Augmented reality, or AR, is directly adding computer-generated images to live views of the 
physical world. AR technologies are based on visual recognition, in which real-world images 
are processed continuously by computers to distinguish the objects in view. You can 
experience AR using apps on your smartphone. 

Smart Glasses 
Smart glasses are a kind of wearable smart devices that display information right in front of 
the human eyes. Besides presenting regular information such as text messages, heart rate, 
incoming phone calls, smart glasses also capture the real-world images, and process them 
to create an augmented reality. For example, a logistics or warehouse worker with a pair of 
smart glasses could find out the tracking information of a good or a package just by having a 
glance of the tag, and the information could be displayed directly on the glasses. Instead of 
typing, using the scanner and checking devices screens, they can free their hands to do 
more.  
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QR Code 
QR Code is short for Quick Response Code. It is very commonly used nowadays. QR code 
was created to track products in automotive factories. It can be scanned by phone cameras 
and is used in various context now. It really makes accessing online resources on mobile 
phones a much faster and more convenient experience. For example, you can see a QR 
code on the side of AI-in-a-Box™ that takes you to ReadyAI’s Wechat support channel. So, 
if you haven’t done so, take out your phone and try it! 

Visual Recognition in Cozmo 

How does it work? 
Cozmo is a robot that is fully based on visual 
recognition and deep learning to move. It could see the 
world through a single camera in its face. The camera 
takes 30 pictures per second and these footages will 
be sent to the Fire tablet to detect the surrounding 
condition. After that, the instructions would be sent 
back to Cozmo. 
The following figure shows you Cozmo's 
perception. Cozmo has a camera in his head; he 
uses computer vision to recognize objects and 
faces, and he keeps a map of the world in his 
"mind". Calypso has provided us a series of tools to interact with Cozmo. 
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You can see this map on your computer screen. Cozmo can also sense when you 
pick up or tap on one of his light cubes. 

 

 

 

What can Cozmo see? 
Due to its limited calculation ability, Cozmo is only able to see and distinguish some simple 
objects, such as light cubes, chargers, other Cozmos and human faces. Our Cozmo product 
comes with three light cubes. These light cubes have distinct markers on all 6 faces, which 
Cozmo could easily distinguish and figure out which cube it is. Cozmo will keep track of seen 
light cubes and memorize its position in his world map. We could tell cozmo to interact with a 
certain cube. Also, Cozmo could recognize human faces and even their expressions. More 
detail about facial recognition is in Chapter 7.  
In this way, we could use these cubes to simulate the scene where Cozmo would interact 
with real-world objects. 

Computers can see 
Cozmo is a good example of a computer that can see. In other applications, like self-driving 
cars and phones that recognizes faces, computers essentially receive signals from the 
outside world, interpret the data, and make sense out of them. There needs to be a camera 
or lidar for visual perception. For audio perception and other types of signals, computers 
work with other types of sensors. 
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Cozmo's World Map 
Cozmo maintains a map of the world so he can remember where things are when 
he's not looking directly at them.  
 
The world map is shown on the right half of the 
screen in execution mode. In this map, Cozmo 
would record its own position and the 
orientation of all the seen objects position. Also, 
you would find there is a line linked with Cozmo 
and a certain cube. It is called the line-of-sight 
indicator. 
 
His map is constantly updated while he’s 
running, which means he would notice any 
visual changes and then refresh his map 
immediately. Try to put a cube in front of 
Cozmo and tilt his head so he can see it, and 
you would notice a square appearing in the world map display.  
 
Cozmo is shown on the map as a triangle. His map is constantly updated. When 
Cozmo sees the cube, Put your hand between Cozmo and the cube so he can no 
longer see it, and notice the change of appearance of the square in the world map: it 
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switches from a thick line to a thin one. If Cozmo can't see a cube, he assumes it is 
still wherever he last saw it. 
Slide the cube so it's at a slightly different location, then take your hand away so 
Cozmo can see it again. Notice that the cube "jumps" in the world map when Cozmo 
sees it at its new location. 

Internal representations/models 
Cozmo’s world map is a classic example of computers keeping internal representations of 
the world. It’s sort of like when you close your eyes, you still roughly know what’s around you 
as where the last time you saw them. You are not seeing the objects around you, but you 
know their relative locations because you have an internal representation of them. For 
Cozmo, he sees things that he can recognize, and keep the relative locations so that 
whatever direction he goes, as long as he is “voluntary” (meaning no one is moving him 
physically), he always knows where things are. And he would use the map to make 
decisions as well.  

How to use it in Cozmo 
Let’s see how to take advantage of visual recognition in Cozmo, or how to use 
commands to tell Cozmo to see objects. Calypso provides us with a series of 
commands.  

 
There are 4 kinds of tiles related to visual recognition:  

1. See Tile: The see tile is in the WHEN tiles category, which means it is a 
specific status or a time to tell Cozmo to do something. By using the see tile, 
we could let Cozmo respond when he sees things. 
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2. Target Tile: The target tiles would indicate what Cozmo would see. There are 

many kinds of target tiles, such as a general cube, a specific cube, another 
Cozmo or itself, Cozmo’s charger and finally, human face. Generally, we 
should add a target tile after the see tile. 

3. Condition Tile: The condition tile is some additional limitation which could be 
appended to the when phrase to make the visual recognition more variable. 
There are 2 kinds, in frame Tile and Color Tile. For example, by using the 
Color Tile after a cube tile, we could command Cozmo to do things only when 
he sees the cube in the specified color. 

4. NOT Modifier: NOT modifier is a generally used tile which could be prefixed to 
all other tiles. It means the Cozmo would only act when the stated condition 
after the NOT tile’s condition is not met 

So just by combining all the tiles together in a proper order, Cozmo could see things 
and do things under your command. 
 

Activities 1.2 

Test Cozmo’s sight 
Cozmo uses his camera to capture real-time images so he can remember all the 
information he sees. Let’s see how it works. Do the following: 
 

1. Set the Camera Viewer display to the largest size. 
2. Put a cube in front of Cozmo, about six inches away. You may need to push 

his head up or down so he can see it properly. 
3. When Cozmo recognizes the cube, you will see a yellow box around it in the 

camera viewer. 
4. Slide the cube to the left or right until it starts to go out of the camera image. 

How much of the cube does Cozmo need to see in order to recognize it? 
5. Put the cube back in front of Cozmo so he can see it. Put another cube next 

to the first one, so he can see both of them. Now you should see two boxes in 
the Camera Viewer, one for each cube. 

6. Move the second cube so that it is slightly behind the first cube. When one 
object hides another from the view, this is called "occlusion". Try sliding the 
second cube around and watching the result in the Camera Viewer. How 
much of the second cube has to be visible for Cozmo to still be able to see it? 

7. Try to move a cube further away from him, at some point he will stop 
detecting it even the cube is still in the Camera Viewer. And if you move the 
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cube closer again, Cozmo will be able to see it again. Using a ruler or tape 
measure, determine how far away the cube can be before Cozmo loses sight 
of it. 

 

Let Cozmo see and move 
Let’s look at the example first. 

 
1. Input the command below. If you are unfamiliar with command input, do the 

following: 
a. Press “A” when the pencil is on the tile next to “See”.  
b. Select “Cube”. 

2. Make sure there’s no light cube in front of Cozmo. And then switch to 
Execution Mode. 

3. Find out what happened to Cozmo 
4. Now place a cube in front of him and also find out what happened to Cozmo 
5. Think about it: What happened to Cozmo before and after you put the Cube 

in? 
Cozmo does not move before you put the cube in, and his world map is empty 
except for his own icon. After that Cozmo lifts his arms up, and a square with 
a number on it denoting the cube that he recognizes. 

 

More seeing option 
Now let‘s make the visual recognition go a little further. By adding some more tiles to 
the when clause, we could control Cozmo to see other things or things under special 
condition. Begin with the following examples. 
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1. Input the command below. 
2. Place the charger in front of Cozmo. And then switch to Execution Mode. 
3. Take the charger out of Cozmo’s camera view. Will Cozmo move? 
4. How can you get Cozmo to lift his arms up? 
5. Try placing something else in front of Cozmo: a phone, a pencil, etc. Does it 

work? Why?  
6. Place one of his cubes in front of Cozmo. What happens? 
7. Think about it: What happened to Cozmo before and after you put the Cube 

in? 
8. Try to switch to the second command. What happened? 

 
1. Input the first command below. 
2. Place a cube in front of Cozmo and make sure Cozmo’s arms are down, and 

then switch to Execution Mode. 
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Module 4 Landmark-based Navigation 

Instruction 1.3 

Introduction 
Navigation is a function or ability that process of monitoring and controlling the movement of 
a device from one place to another. There are several kinds of navigation, including land 
navigation, marine navigation, aeronautic navigation, and space navigation. 
Landmark-based navigation relies on a series of positioning and sensing technologies, from 
the traditional triangulation and Celestial navigation to modern radio, radar and satellite 
navigation. 

Applications 

Autonomous cars 
Autonomous cars usually contain 2 kinds of positioning technologies, absolute positioning, 
and relative positioning. We know that navigation system is an irreplaceable part for any 
vehicle, especially to the autonomous car. It is necessary for the car to know its current 
position as well as area map for figuring out the correct route to its destination. Autonomous 
cars use GPS to get the position data, and its integrated map service also gathers the map 
data from the Internet. 
Autonomous cars use lasers and camera to gather information. With these pieces of 
information combined, the computer knows exactly what the surroundings are like around 
the car, and is able to make the correct driving commands to keep the car safe. The short 
reaction time of computers also helps to prevent accidents in the events of emergencies. 
 

Inventory Robots 
Mobile robots have been widely used in industry areas. Such as a warehouse logistic robots, 
they need the abilities to navigate in a relatively small place. Instead of satellite-based GPS, 
these robots use their sensors, such as sonar, vision and even wifi signals, to figure out its 
absolute and relative position. At the same time we could provide these robots a lot of 
markers like barcode or QR code, which robot vision could easily see and read its 
information. 
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Navigation in Cozmo 

How does it work? 
By using visual recognition, Cozmo knows the surrounding environment like a self-driving 
car. Cozmo also memorizes all the seen objects in his world map, where the identity, 
position, and orientation are recorded. So if you want Cozmo to interact with any objects, it 
would retrieve the object information from the world map and navigate to it.  
 

First Law of Cozmo 
The behavior of Cozmo programs is governed by the laws of Calypso, just as the behavior of 
objects in the real world is governed by the laws of physics. The First Law of Calypso is that 
each rule that looks for an object will pick the closest one that matches what it's looking for. 
So if we have a pursue rule that is looking for cubes, it will pick the closest cube. 
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Activities 1.3 

Pursue the cube 
Let’s try it by make Cozmo running towards a cube. 

 
1. Enter the rule above and keep Cozmo off his charger. 
2. Put a cube in front of Cozmo and lean the Cozmo’s head to make him see the cube. 

Enter the execution mode. 
3. You could see if there’s LOS (Line of Sight) indicator from Cozmo to the cube in the 

world map on the computer. Cozmo will drive up to the cube. 
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4. If the cube is not directly in front of Cozmo, you will see Cozmo turn toward that cube 

and drive up to it. He'll stop when he gets close. 
5. Slowly move the cube away from Cozmo, and he'll follow it around. 
6. Cozmo goes to where the cube is on his world map. If you grab the cube and quickly 

move it out of his field of view, he won't be able to update his world map, so he'll go 
to the wrong place. 

7. Keep the same rules and place two cubes in Cozmo’s view, one closer to Cozmo 
than the other. What do you see? Which cube does Cozmo go to？ 

Bumped and Navigation 
We could use the bump tile to indicate a special time when Cozmo has been close enough 
to the cube and ready to interact with the cube. It doesn’t mean Cozmo have to actually 
bump into the thing. We’ll see how close we need. 

 
1. Enter the rule and append it to the rules in the first example. And then enter 

Execution mode 
2. Use your controller and drive Cozmo to a cube until he bumps the cube. 
3. You will see the LED lights on the cube glow red 

 
Now let’s combine the bumped action with navigation to do more. 

 
1. Enter the rules above and place a cube in front of Cozmo. Then enter execution 

mode. 
2. Now you’ll see Cozmo start to run to the cube. And when he reaches the cube, he 

would glow his LED in orange color. 
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Cube filters 
You can make Cosmo find a specific cube by applying filters on it 

 
 
1. When you start the program, none of the cubes are red, so Cozmo doesn't go 

anywhere. The pursue rule cannot run because its WHEN part is not true. 
2. Right-click on a cube in the world map and select "change color". Set the color 

to red. 
3. Now Cozmo should pursue that cube. When he reaches it, he stays there. 
4. Pick another cube on the world map and color that one red as well. Why 

doesn't Cozmo go to this cube? 
5. Now change the color of the cube Cozmo is currently visiting to purple. 
6. What does Cozmo do when you do this? Why does he act that way? 

 
 

Review Questions 
1.1 
What did we see Cozmo do?  
Is it different than other robots you have played with? If so, how? 
What is AI?  
Why do we need AI?  
Can you name something which AI can do? 
How many kinds of tiles can you use in the when clause? And how many kinds of 
tiles can you use in do clause? 
 
1.2 
What kind of things can Cozmo see? Can Cozmo recognize everything? Why? 
What is the Cozmo’s world map? Where can you see it? 
 
1.3 
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How can you make Cozmo chase a cube? And how can you make Cozmo to change 
a special cube (for example, a red one)? 
What does ‘bumped’ tile mean? 
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Lesson 4: Let Cozmo lift-up things. 
● Learn about object manipulation and its applications in real life 
● Understand the concept and mechanism of Cozmo’s facial recognition and object 

manipulation 
● Read & Write multiple lines of rules related to the modules 

 
Lesson 5: Make Cozmo see you and know you. 

● Learn about facial recognition and its applications in real life 
● Predict outcomes of multi-line programs 

 
Lesson 6: Explore multiple rules 

● Understand the way multiple rules interact with each other (priorities & sequences) 
● Understand the process of debugging in Calypso 

 

Procedure 
 

Lesson Length Contents 

Lesson 4 10 min Instructions 2.1 

15 min Demonstration and Detail explanation 

15 min Activity 2.1 

5 min Review Question 2.1 

Lesson 5 10 min  Instructions 2.2 

15 min Demonstration and Detail explanation 

15 min Activity 2.2 

5 min Review Question 2.2 

Lesson 6 10 min  Explaining the rules of WAICY 

30 min Review Project 2.1 and 2.2 and Guided Explorations of 
multiple rules 

5 min Review Question 2.3 
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Key Terms 
Object Manipulation, Facial Recognition, Facial expressions recognition, priorities, 
sequences 
 

Module 5 Object Manipulation 

Instructions 2.1 

Introduction 
In order to cater to all kinds of demands, AI technologies need to be able to deal with real 
objects. Adapting the unstructured real world is a big challenge for every robot. However, 
with visual recognition and deep learning systems, robots nowadays can figure out their 
surroundings and manipulate objects in a smarter way. Instead of picking up and dropping 
off structured objects at the same spots, intelligent robots can now adapt to the object’s size, 
position, orientation and handle them case by case. 

Applications 

Inventory Robots 
Companies with large amounts of products and shipping needs, like Amazon or Walmart, 
have been using inventory robots to help speed up the inventory process. Similar to how 
Cozmo manipulates the cubes, inventory robots at fulfillment centers knows where to find 
the correct shelf for the product, has sensors to detect other objects on their path, and 
carries the inventory (usually by lifting the entire shelf) to their human co-workers who put 
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the products in the right boxes. 

 
In terms of manipulating objects of various shapes, there are more advanced robots being 
developed that can grab certain objects out of others and place them into certain bins or 
boxes using grips or suction cups. Highly precise object-manipulation can replace human in 
a lot of situations, dangerous situations in particular. 
 

Object Manipulation in Cozmo 

How does it work? 
Cozmo has a set of 4 motors to power its movement as well as moving its arms. Cozmo 
could find and trace objects, such as cubes and human faces, by using its camera eyes. 
Under your command, Cozmo could do a series of manipulation action, such as approaching 
the cubes, lifting them up and carry them away. These simple actions actually require a 
combination of visual recognition and landmark-based navigation. Cozmo needs to know 
how far the cubes are, what directions they are in, and how to get to the cube at the right 
angle before it can get to the cubes and lift up the arm. Otherwise, Cozmo will not be able to 
locate the cubes and interact with them with such precision. In this sense, the lifting of the 
arm is actually the easy part. 

Activities 2.1 

Grab a Cube 
Object manipulation can be very hard because of the precision it requires. So let’s try 
tele-operating Cozmo to grab a cube first: 
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1. First, we will want Cozmo to drive close enough to the cube and you know how to do 

this. Once Cozmo is close enough, he can attempt to grab it we can use the grab tile 
to tell Cozmo to lift up the cube 

2. Enter all the command above, put a cube in front of Cozmo and enter execution 
mode. 

3. Now you could see Cozmo start to run to the cube and when he reaches the cube, 
he would try to lift the cube up. 

4. You might see Cozmo fails to grab it, but he will keep trying until he succeeds. 

Indenting a Rule 
So far what we have learned has been “one condition to one action”, how do we mix it up? 
For example, what if I want Cozmo to try to grab the cube and make the target cube green 
when he succeeds? Now we could use the indented rule to achieve it. By using indented rule 
we could do multiple actions under one condition. Let’s try it out. 
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1. Simply input the rules above. After entering the two rules mentioned above, Put the 

pencil on the WHEN tile in the next line. 
2. "Pick up" the rule by pressing the A button on the game controller or hitting the Enter 

key. The rule turns yellow when you pick it up. 
3. Slide the rule to the right using either the left stick or the right arrow key. A line will 

appear connecting the rule to its parent, which would look like below. put the rule 
down by pressing the A button or hitting the Enter key again, and it will turn white 
again. 

 
4. Finally, We could add more actions to it. Just edit the indented rule as we want. Try 

the following rule.  

 
5. Enter the execution mode and see what happen. 

 
It's also possible to invent a rule by clicking on the WHEN tile with the mouse and then 
clicking and dragging the rule. 
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Whenever a rule is indented, it has a "parent" which it remains attached to. Moving the 
parent will move its children along with it. Moving an indented rule can change its parent. A 
rule's connection to its parent is always visible in the display. 
 
Let’s see what happens if we un-indent the rule: 

 
Will Cozmo react in the way we want it to? Why or Why not? 
 
Every indented rule is connected to a parent rule above it. The parent rule can only 
run when its WHEN part is true. If the parent's WHEN part is false, its action won't 
even be attempted, so the indented rule can't possibly run. In our example, if Cozmo 
doesn’t bump into a cube, it won’t attempt to grab it. In this case, the indented rule is 
not even considered, so Cozmo won’t make it green. 
 
If the parent rule can run and its action succeeds, then the indented rule can be 
considered. That’s why in our example after Cozmo succeeds in grabbing the cube, 
the indented rule is considered, and because the rule has an empty WHEN part, it is 
considered to always be true.  
 

Module 6 Facial Recognition and Expressions 

Instructions 2.2 

Introduction 
Faces are essential to our individual identifications. Facial recognition is what most of us 
have been relying on to visually identify others. Facial recognition in AI has grown beyond 
standard visual recognition in its ability to not only recognize objects but also identify the 
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person and the real-time expressions of the face. Because of these unique abilities, we have 
decided to make it a separate criterion in WAICY 2018.  

Applications 

Smartphones 
In recent years, facial recognition has been adopted widely in the smartphone market. 
Apple’s iPhone X release brought about the ability of ‘Face Unlock’ to every user. Its Face ID 
technology is the most secure and reliable in the market at the moment, which can recognize 
a face even when a person’s appearance, like facial hair or makeups, scarves, hats, 
glasses, contact lenses and many sunglasses, changes and it works even in total darkness.  

Security System 
Facial Recognition could be used to track people through surveillance cameras. It could be 
used to pinpoint certain people’s location, track their activities, which is useful in criminal 
investigation. Actually, the US Federal Bureau of Investigation has set up a machine learning 
system to identify criminal suspects from images of their faces. The FBI currently has a 
database which includes half of US residents’ faces, which could enable them to identify a 
person with a security camera footage . Home security systems use similar technologies to 2

detect faces of the people that enter homes. 

Facial Recognition and Expressions in Cozmo 

How does it work? 
Computers use 2D and/or 3D analysis to recognize crucial points on the human faces. The 
points, with derived distances, lengths, widths, and angles, form patterns that computers can 
associate with an identity. Cozmo sees these patterns and associates the patterns with the 
input names.  

How Does Cozmo Describe A Face? 
You can get an idea of how Cozmo describes a face by looking closely in the camera 
viewer, or by looking at the details of the expression tiles above. A face is composed 
of four elements: two eyes, a nose, and a mouth. 

● Each eye is represented by three points, forming a triangle. 
● The nose is represented by two points, forming a line. 
● The mouth is represented by four points. These can form a quadrilateral (as in 

"surprised"), a triangle, a curved line, or a straight line. 
Thus, a facial expression is represented by 12 points, or 24 numbers, since each 
point has both an x and a y coordinate. There is a complex mathematical function 
that maps these numbers into expressions like "happy" or "sad". 

2http://www.ibtimes.com/fbi-now-has-largest-biometric-database-world-will-it-lead-more-surveillance-2
345062. 
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Activities 2.2 

Recognizing Faces 
Cozmo can recognize human faces. Turn him so that he's facing you and tilt his head up so 
his camera can view your face. You should see a green box drawn around your face in the 
Camera Viewer. 

Face Detection 
Tilt Cozmo's head up and position him so he can see your face. Notice the green box 
that appears around your face in the camera viewer. The box will be labeled with 
your name if Cozmo recognizes you; otherwise, it will say "Unknown face". 
Notice that when a face is detected it is added to the world map. This way Cozmo 
can keep track of where his humans are. 
We can write rules to respond to the presence of a face. Let's make Cozmo greet 
anyone he meets by glowing purple.  

 
 
 
Try running the program and moving your face into and out of the camera frame. 

Reacting To A Face 
Cozmo's vision system can recognize faces as well as cubes. Let's make Cozmo 
show happiness when he sees a face, and act energetic when he sees a cube. Enter 
these rules: 
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Now let's try out the program: 

1. Hide all the cubes. 
2. Run the program, pick up Cozmo, and hold him so he can see your face. 

Check the image in the camera viewer to be sure he can see you clearly; if 
the image is too bright or too dark he may have difficulty. Is Cozmo happy to 
see you? 

3. Hide your face with your hand, then take your hand away. What does Cozmo 
do? 

4. Put Cozmo down and show him a cube. Does the second rule run? 
5. Hide the cube so Cozmo can't see it. Notice that the cube is still present in the 

world map, although its position may no longer be correct. But because the 
cube is still present on the map, the first rule's WHEN part is still true, and the 
rule can run. Thus, the "once" tile remains satisfied and Cozmo will not act 
energetic again. 

6. Show Cozmo the same cube again and notice that although its position 
updates on the world map when he sees the cube, this does not reset the 
"once" tile. The "express energetic once" action is still failing because the rule 
never stopped running. 

 

Facial Expressions 
Cozmo can recognize several facial expressions: happy, angry, sad, surprised, or 
neutral. How does he do this? 
Experiment: Try making faces at the camera and see how the emotion label 
changes. 
Notice that the face icon in the world map changes color to indicate the currently 
perceived expression: magenta for happy, blue for sad, red for angry, orange for 
surprised, and green for neutral. If Cozmo cannot recognize what the face is 
expressing then the icon will be gray, for "unknown". 
Calypso provides tiles for each of the recognized facial expressions: 
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Happy 

 
Sad 

 
Angry 

 
Surprised 

 
Neutral 

We can use these tiles to write rules that respond to particular expressions. Here's a 
rule that tells Cozmo to act “playful” whenever he sees a human face that appears 
surprised. If you change your expression from surprised to something else, and then 
change it back to surprised, Cozmo will act “playful” again: 

 
 

 

Law 1 

Understand The 1st Law of Cozmo 
What would happen a ‘see cube’ rule happened and which cube would Cozmo pursuit? Let’s 
try with following activities. 
 

1. Input the ‘When see cube, do move toward it’ rule, and then put 2 cubes in front of 
the Cozmo, one in the front and one in the back. Then enter the execution mode. 

2. Now see what happens. Cozmo would recognize 2 cubes at first and then trying to 
pursue the first cube, which is more close to himself 

 
Think about what happens. Why is Cozmo pursuing the first cube instead of the second 
one? 
 
It is because the first law of Cozmo, which would tell Cozmo that if he found 2 cubes at the 
same time, the first and closest matched cube would be the target of further actions. That is 
the first law that each rule picks the closest matching objects. 
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Law 2 

Understand The 2nd Law of Cozmo 
How could we figure out the execution order of Cozmo? What would happen a series of 
rules happened not in a logical order and which rule would Cozmo execute? Let’s try with 
following activities. 
 

1. Input the ‘When bumped red cube, do grab it’ rule at the first line, and then ‘see red 
cube, move toward it’ at the second line. 

2. Place a cube in front of the Cozmo and tap it to make it red. 
3. Entering the execution mode and see what happens. 
4. Cozmo would pursue the red cube and then grab it up. 

 
It is obvious that we had input the grab action at the first and the run to it rule at the second. 
But still, Cozmo would pursue the cube first and then grab the cube. 
 
This kind of behavior brings out the second law of Cozmo. It talks about the execution order 
of Cozmo, which is if a rule could be executed, it will execute, if its condition doesn’t match 
the current situation, it would be skipped and Cozmo would try the rest of the rules. That is 
the second law of Cozmo, that any rule that can run will run 
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Review Question 
2.1 
What is object manipulation? And how’s it different from a human? 
Which part of Cozmo’s body are movable? And what would them look like while 
moving? 
 
2.2 
How many faces can Cozmo recognize? 
How could Cozmo see a face? What will a face look like in Cozmo’s eyes? You may check it 
in Cozmo’s camera view in execution mode. 
How long is the max distance which Cozmo can recognize your face?  
 
2.3 
What is the first rule of Cozmo? 
What is the second rule of Cozmo? 
What is an indented rule? How can you make Cozmo do 2 things on the same 
condition? 
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Review Project 
 
2.1 Program the Cozmo to pick up a cube and send to a specific person which he could 
recognize. 
2.2 Make Cozmo your personal security guard! Scan your face and make Cozmo sound an 
alert when he sees a stranger!   
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Lesson & Objective 
Lesson 7: Cozmo, say something. 

● Learn about speech generation and its applications in real life 
● Integrate commands from previous modules 

 
 
Lesson 8: Command Cozmo 

● Learn about speech recognition and its applications in real life 
● Understand the concept and mechanism of Cozmo’s speech generation and speech 

recognition 
● Read & write multiple lines of the rule with indented rules related to the modules 

 
Lesson 9: Explore multi-line programs with indented rules 

● Predict outcomes of multi-line programs with indented rules 
● Debug programs in Calypso 

 

Key Terms 
Indented Rules, Prediction, Debugging, Speech Generation, Speech Recognition 

Procedure 
 

Lesson Length Contents 

Lesson 7 10 min Instructions 3.1 

15 min Demonstration and Detail explanation 

15 min Activity 3.1 

5 min Review Question 3.1 

Lesson 8 10 min  Instructions 3.2 

15 min Demonstration and Detail explanation 

15 min Activity 3.2 

5 min Review Question 3.2 

Lesson 9 15 min  Create a simple program 
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25 min Guided Debugging and testing and Review Project 3.1 and 3.2 

5 min Review Question 3.3 

 

Module 6 Speech Generation 

Instructions 3.1 

Introduction 
Speech generation, or speech synthesis, is the artificially produced human speech using 
computer systems. Usually, the text-to-speech engine transforms textual language into 
verbal language. Take English as an example--it is easy to record words and play the sound 
files out loud, which is how it was done years ago. What you hear is what people often call 
“robotic voice”, which was evident in early answering systems as well as Cozmo (because 
he IS a robot). Nowadays AI is good enough to mimic human speech by altering the pitch 
and tones of the words according to the sentence structure. 

Applications 

Text-to-Speech 
Using text-to-speech technology, people can communicate with their devices without looking 
at the text. Text-to-speech makes information more accessible to the visually-impaired. The 
voice generation in our car navigation apps helps keep our eyes on the road when driving. 

Vocaloid 
Vocaloid is a software used to model a human singing voice. Users can create music 
with the software by putting in a backing track and giving the Vocaloid program a set of 
lyrics to sing. 

Digital Assistants 
Digital assistants communicate with users using synthesized voices. In recent years, digital 
assistants have taken the form of smart speakers, such as Amazon’s Alexa, Google Home, 
and Apple’s Homepod. It’s worth mentioning that Google Duplex was able to book 
appointments by phone call with stores just like a person would.  3

Speech Generation in Cozmo 
 

3  https://www.zdnet.com/article/google-duplex-beat-the-turing-test-are-we-doomed/ 
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When received a text string, the Cozmo software would analyze the text input and 
decomposes them into pre-recorded sound components, such as vowels and consonants. 
Cozmo would then combine them into pronunciation pattern and retrieve them from 
integrated voice databases. The sound units from the database would be combined together 
to become a complete sentence. Finally, some modification such as rhythms and intonations 
are applied to it, and Cozmo would play it using its speaker. 

Activities 3.1 

Getting Cozmo to Speak 
Cozmo can speak to you if you tell him what to say. You do this with the "say" tile, as 
in the rule below. When you select a "say" tile from the menu, a window pops up 
where you can type what you want Cozmo to say. Let's try it out. Start a new 
program in Calypso and program Cozmo to say your name: 

 
 
Run the program and you'll hear Cozmo saying your name over and over. That's 
because rules in Calypso run repeatedly, whenever they can. Since the WHEN part 
of our speech rule is empty, the rule can always run. 
When you put the pencil on a "say" tile, the editor shows you what the tile will say. 
While the pencil is on the tile you can press the yellow "Y" button (or press "Y" on the 
keyboard) to edit the text. Change the tile to say "<your name> is my friend" and run 
the program again. 
Notice that when Cozmo speaks, the text is displayed in a speech bubble in the 
world map. 

Inheriting "It" From A Parent 
Now recall this program back in Chapter 4, which you can think of as a "Do Two 
Things" pattern. Now let’s ask Cozmo to announce his success. You can think of it 
as a “Do Three Things” pattern 
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1.
Add one rule after the previous rules in chapter 4 

2. Enter Execution Mode and place a cube in Cozmo’s Camera View. 
 
 

The Once Is Enough Idiom 
If we only want Cozmo to speak once, we can use the “Once” Tile 
 
 
The "once" tile is satisfied the first time an action is successfully performed since the 
rule started running. When the "once" tile has been satisfied, the action will not be 
repeated. Let's try it: 
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Run the program and notice that as soon as Cozmo speaks, the "once" tile receives 
a green check mark indicating that it has been satisfied. The action cannot be taken 
again; that's why the DO side of the rule is dimmed. 
 

Speaking 
You already know that you can use the "say" tile to make Cozmo speak. You can 
also use this tile when you program the cubes or the charger. Although the cubes 
and charger do not have speakers, their speech is displayed in a speech bubble on 
the world map, just as Cozmo's speech is. You can switch to any cube or the charger 
after going to “Settings” and switch off Novice Mode. Then you will be able to click on 
the Cozmo icon in the top right corner of the screen and switch to other characters. 
 
When you make a new "say" tile, a window pops up where you type what the 
character should say. The text that a character speaks should fit on a single line. If 
you type multiple lines in the "say" text box, one line will be picked at random each 
time the "say" action fires. This is an easy way to generate variability in the 
character's behavior, which makes it more interesting. 

1. Try putting in you and your friends’ name when the speech window pops up. 

2.  
3. See who gets called last! 
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Module 7 Speech Recognition 

Instructions 3.2 

Introduction 
Speech Recognition is an essential computer function that enables the recognition and 
translation of human speech into digital text with meanings. Instead of typing on a traditional 
keyboard, users communicate with computers by speaking. A lot of times speech recognition 
makes the user experience more intuitive and friendly, freeing our hands for other 
simultaneous activities. 
This new way of input frees our hands and allows us to multitask more easily. Also, people 
who have difficulty using other types of input can use speech recognition systems to input 
and control their devices. 

Applications  

Automated Customer Service 
Voice recognition is first widely used in the customer service sector. Automated systems 
were created to streamline the customer service process, thus lowering costs. Customer 
phone calls are being responded and redirected by trained systems. Try calling customer 
service lines of major companies. Most likely you will be talking to an automated system. 

Digital Assistants 
Thanks to the advancement of  AI technologies in voice recognition, we have systems that 
can not only pick up what we are saying but also understand what we want. For example, we 
could ask Siri on Apple’s iPhones, “Should I bring my umbrella today” instead of “What is the 
weather now”, making it far easier to interact with a device because we don’t have to 
remember certain commands for things.  
The smart speakers allow us to access internet resources by voice. For example, we can 
ask Alexa to add products to our shopping cart and checkout without a single touch. This 
way, we can order things when our hands are busy. We can also create and access 
personal information such as our schedules and reminders.  

Speech Recognition in Cozmo 

How it works？ 
When you talk to Cozmo, the laptop’s microphone captures your speech and sends it over 
the internet to the Google Speech application. This software uses advanced artificial 
intelligence algorithms to recognize sounds (“k”, “o”, etc.), words (“hello” “Cozmo”), and 
whole phrases (“grab a red cube”). The software assigns ratings to different interpretations 
of the speech: for example, did the person say “grab a red cube” or “grab a wrecked tube”? 
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The interpretation with the best rating is sent back to your laptop and matched against “hear” 
tiles.  

Multi-Character Editing 
Mainly we are focusing on Cozmo programming. But now we could add some functional 
feature to other objects such as cubes. So we could make these objects also do some 
actions such as play sounds, say words and glow its LED light. 

Editing other character is simple. Just tap the character icon, and select what character you 
want to edit. The character icon will be Cozmo as default, and when you select a new 
character, the previous page will be saved and a new page will be assigned to the current 
character 

 

 

Matching Voice Patterns (advanced topic) 
Human language can be very complex. If you want Cozmo to know your intention, a pattern 
matching, such as specifying synonyms, will be a wonderful tool for it. We can use a special 
notation called regular expression syntax to achieve it. For example, to match any of "cozmo 
turn", "cozmo spin", or "cozmo rotate", we would write: 

cozmo (turn|spin|rotate) 
Optional words can be provided for by specifying the empty string as an alternative. For 
example, to include an optional "please" in the command "cozmo drop it" we would write: 

cozmo (please|) drop it 
The above pattern will match either "cozmo drop it" or "cozmo please drop it". 

Human-Computer Interactions 
It is important to know that computers, just like bikes, hammers, fridges, are created by 
humans to help us. Natural language processing (NLP) is an application area that contribute 
to this goal. Not all of us understand the language spoken between computers, but 
computers understand our language when we type it in. Now, AI is helping computers 
understand our languages when we speak, too. Computers will learn to understand more 
than our textual language, our speech, and our emotions.  
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Activities 3.2 

Let Cozmo Hear You 
By using the hear tile we could make Cozmo hear what you say and react to your words. 
Let’s begin with a simple example. 

 
1. Open Calypso and enter the rules below.  
2. Entering execution mode. 
3. Try saying hi to Cozmo and see how it will react to your voice 

Hearing Other Characters 
You can add rules to all the characters and make them speak, which we’ve learned 
in the previous chapter. And when characters speak, all the other characters can 
hear what they say. So by using hear tile, all character can receive messages from 
other characters. Let’s begin with an example: 
 

4. Open Calypso and enter the rules below. Make sure the character icon (in the upper 
right corner and under the home icon) shows the Cozmo, which indicates that you’re 
now editing Cozmo. 
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5. Now switch the character cube 1. Click on the character icon and select the cube 1 

and press A. You can also do it by pressing the right arrow D-Pad key on the 
controller, Alt + right key on a PC keyboard, or opt + right arrow on a Mac. 

 
6. Notice that the character icon has changed to cube 1 and the page is empty now. 

Enter the rules above. 
7. Enter execution mode. And there will be nothing happened. 
8. Now tapping the cube 1. You’ll find there’s a dialog shows on the cube one icon and 

says hi. 
9. Now Cozmo will respond to the cube, he will say hi and express happy to it 
10.  
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Law 3 

Understand The 3rd Law of Cozmo 
 
What would happen if there’s a lot of rules matches at the same time? Which one would be 
executed? Let’s try with following activities. 
 

1. Input the ‘When see red cube, do move toward it’ rule at the first line, and then ‘When 
see red cube, do move toward it’ at the second line. 

2. Place 2cube in front of the Cozmo and tap them to make one red and one blue, make 
sure Cozmo could see both cubes. 

3. Entering the execution mode and see what happens. 
4. Cozmo would pursue the red cube. 

 
In this kind of situation, 2 rules are both matched at the same time, because Cozmo saw 
both cubes at the same time. But only the rule related to the red cube is executed. 
 
This kind of behavior brings out the third law of Cozmo. It also talks about the execution 
order of Cozmo, which is if there’s 2 rules’ condition match at the same time, the earlier rule 
could be executed, it will execute, and the second matched rule would be ignored. That is 
the third law of Cozmo, that when actions conflict, the earliest would win and be executed. 
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Review Question 
3.1 
What tile can you use to make Cozmo to speak in human language? 
What is a ‘Once’ tile? How does it work and what can you use it for? 
 
3.2 
What tile can you use to make Cozmo to understand your words? 
How can you make Cozmo understand multi language pattern? For example, make 
Cozmo understand ‘Hi Cozmo’ and ‘Hey Cozmo’ as the same meaning. 
 
3.3 
What would happen if there‘re 2 rules in conflict? 
What is a indented rule? How to indent a rule? 

Review Project 
3.1  
Do you know a tongue twister? Can Cozmo say it right? What does it sound like? 
Record the same tongue twister on your phone and play it through Calypso. What’s 
the difference between playing this recording and having Cozmo say it? 
3.2 
Think of Cozmo as your personal butler now. Combining all you have learned so far, how 
would you set him up? What would you want him to do or have him say when: 

1. you get home and open the door? 
2. he sees you and knows it’s you? 
3. he sees your backpack (can be represented by one of the light cubes) 
4. and so on? 

Make a program that when you tell Cozmo ‘Find a cube’, he will turn around, find the nearest 
cube and run towards it. And when Cozmo gets the cube, he will say ‘I got it’. 
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Lesson & Objective 
Lesson 10: Understand the state machine 

● Understand the idea of state machine programming 
● Read and create state machine diagrams 

 
Lesson 11: Create your own state machine 

● Read and write multi-page programs 
● Multi-character editting 

 
Lesson 12: Comprehensive Programming  

● Get started with your project 
 

Key Terms 
Pages, States, State Machine, State Machine Diagrams 

Procedure 
 

Lesson Length Contents 

Lesson 10 30 min Instructions 4.1 

15 min Demonstration and Detail explanation 

5 min Review Question 4.1 

Lesson 11 15 min  Instructions 4.1 continued 

15 min Demonstration and Detail explanation 

15 min Activity 4.2 

5 min Review Questions 4.2 

Lesson 12 15 min Project planning and management education 

30 min Free Activities on Review project 4.1 
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Module 8   State Machine Programming 

Instructions 4.1 

Introduction 
The state machine, or finite-state machine, is a kind of mathematical model of computation 
which means a certain machine can be in a given state in a certain time, and also change in 
a limited range of states. Using the state machine theory, the machine’s running status could 
be described into several defined states. And by giving the starting state and ending state, 
the machine could figure out the possible solution of completing the given task. 
State machine programming is not a specific technology -- it is a way of thinking about 
programming. All of the previous technologies can be demonstrated through lines of 
commands on one page. State machine programming in Calypso allows you to program 
multiple pages of commands, creating possibilities of more complex demonstrations. After 
studying this chapter, you will be able to connect what you’ve learned so far and start 
creating something of your own! 

Understanding State Machine 
State machine contains 2 kinds of elements, states, and transitions, and often we use a 
graphic figure to illustrate how a state machine works. Let’s start with a simple example. 
Imagine you are raising a cute hamster, which would do many things. Let’s focus on 3 major 
action states of your hamster, which would be playing, sleeping and eating. Now a state 
machine figure of your hamster will look like below. 

 
The flowchart tells us about the behaviors of your hamster. For example, your hamster 
would begin a day with playing, and also he would eat and sleep during his day. Such 
specific action or behavior status is called states.  
Obviously, your hamster won’t stay in playing forever. Under certain conditions, he would 
have to change his state to do other things. For example, when your hamster feels hungry, 
he will turn to another action, eating, and when he eats enough and feels full, he will stop 
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eating and turn to play again. These kinds of state changing is call transition. Transitions are 
usually some kinds of conditions, for example, the transition condition from playing to eating 
is that when your hamster feels hungry. 
In many cases, it would be hard to describe actions of a sophisticated real world object in 
computer language, for example, our humans. But the state machine could be a powerful 
tool to simply build up a model for it. First, we define action and behavior states as we want 
the machine do, like the hamster which could do playing, eating and sleeping. And then we 
use transitions to link these states up. Now a state machine is built up and ready for running. 

State Machine Programming in Cozmo 

Enable Paging Function 
To enable the state machine function, we need to turn off the Novice Mode. Bring up the 
Home menu (Start button on the controller, Home key on a PC keyboard, or command + up 
arrow on a Mac) and go to Settings, select the Novice Mode button and toggle it. 

Set Stats and Transitions 
Calypso provides us an easy way to achieve state machine programming. We could 
describe a state by using the page function. We could put several action rules together in 
one page to describe how will the state like, and use the Switch To tile to indicate the 
transition condition, followed by a page tile to include which page you want to go. It will look 
like below. 

 
Now by arranging these pages and setting up transition condition, we can easily create our 
own state machine on Cozmo  

Check your State Machine 
Calypso also provides a tool to check your state machine. It is state machine view, where all 
your pages (states) are illustrated in circles with page numbers and all transition are 
illustrated in arrows. The icons on each arrow lines are the conditions when each transition 
will happen. 
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In execution mode, you can also check state machine view. There will be additional dashed 
circle line on each state, which indicates the current Cozmo’s state. 
 

Activities 4.2 

Hungry Cozmo 
Let’s start with a simple example of the state machine. Now when you tell Cozmo to eat, 
Cozmo would stop what he’s doing and turn to find some food (the cube) and when he gets 
it, he will lift it up and be happy. 

 
1. Open Calypso and quit Novice Mode (Check previous part for how to quit Novice 

Mode) Make sure you are in page 1. 
2. First let’s start with the first state, which Cozmo. Input the rules above. 
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3. Notice the first rule is a switch to rule. In the when section, you can add any transition 

condition as you want. Here let’s use the hear tile and input the words “time to eat”. 
And In the do section, input switch to and page 2 tile, which would indicate when 
hearing “time to eat”, Cozmo will turn to execute the rules on page 2.  

4. You can modify the rest of rules as you want, but leave the first switch to rule the 
same.  

5. Now Let’s work with the second state, which Cozmo will try to find the food. 

 
5. Switch to page 2. You can do it by arrow right on the controller, Alt + right key on a 

PC keyboard, or opt + right arrow on a Mac. The page indicator in the upper center 
will tell you which page you are at. 

6. Input all the rules above. Notice that there are some indented rules. 
7. Switch to the state machine view, by D-pad up/down on the controller, ctrl+Up /down 

on a PC keyboard or fn + up/down arrow on a Mac. Your state machine will look like 
this 
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8. Entering execution mode and put a cube near Cozmo. 
9. Now Cozmo will wander around, it is the first state of Cozmo. 
10. Try to say “time to eat” to Cozmo and see what happen. 

 
 
 

Review Question 
4.1 
What is a state machine? Why do we need it? 
What is a state machine diagram? 
What is a transit condition?  
 
4.2 
How many pages can you use in Calypso? 
What kind of feature can you come out with by using paging function? 
How many  can you edit in Calypso? 
 

Review Project 
4.1 
Design a program which Cozmo could express different emotions according to your words. 
For example, if you say ‘I’m happy’, he would say ‘I’m happy too’ and show a smiley face; 
and if you say ‘I’m sad’, he would say ‘Cheer up’ and show energetic. Add as many patterns 
as you can. 
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Module 9 Creating a Project 
Congratulations on finishing the modules. Now you’re ready to make something. Think of 
what you’ve learned as puzzle pieces. You have a robot that can see, move, speak, hear, 
and interact with other objects. And you also understand the basic ways that AI applications 
work. They are all important aspects of building a helpful AI system that makes a difference 
in society. You don’t need to be a programmer to make a difference, do you? 
 
With those puzzle pieces in mind, think about what would be nice if it were around? It could 
be ANYTHING, anything you can dream of. Don’t worry if it might not work now -- I’m sure it 
will work in the future. Come up with an idea, or multiple ideas with your team.  
 
After your big idea, think about how you can present it to people using a model or a short 
video. In your presentation, think about how things are represented, and how they interact 
with each other. Use Cozmo as the agent of AI and make him represent the “AI” in your big 
idea. Cozmo can be a fire fighter, a care giver, a tour guide, or even a pet walker. Follow 
these steps while you prepare your project. 

1. Brainstorming for Ideas 
2. Writing down a script 
3. Designing a set 
4. Prototyping 
5. Programming 
6. Rehearsing 
7. Reviewing and Enhancing 
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